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BASELINE CONFIDENCE CHECKER
BEFORE LEARNING THE UNIT

1

I can explain the importance of Diversity and
Equality

✔

2

✔

3

✔

4

5

6

✔

✔

✔

7

8

9

10

I understand the History of LGBT+ Rights in
the UK

ES

I can evaluate how far the UK has achieved
equality for the LGBT+ Community
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I understand what masculinity is
I can give examples of Toxic masculinity
I know what it means to be a good man

I know the risks associated with carrying a
knife

I understand the impact carrying a knife has
on family and friends
I would never resort to carrying a knife
under any circumstance

I can explain how unhealthy anger is to the
body and mind
I can name several anger management
techniques

I know how to support someone with their
anger management

I understand some of the common forms of
cancer that exist in society
I understand how to talk to someone with
cancer
I understand the range of diagnostic tools
used in cancer treatment

I can explain what the term medical ethics
means and what a stem cell is

I can explain the medical uses for stem cells
in treating illnesses

I can explain the medical ethics around stem
cells and gene technology

KEY

Learning
Before:

✔

Progress
Made:

✔

Lesson title: Diversity and Equality
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What makes people happy?
How diverse is your school?
How diverse is your local community?

ES

What advantages are there in living in a multicultural and diverse
country?
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The amendment stated that a local authority "shall not intentionally promote homosexuality or publish material with the intention of promoting
homosexuality" or "promote the teaching in any maintained school of the acceptability of homosexuality as a pretended family relationship".
Some people believed that Section 28 prohibited local councils from distributing any material, whether plays, leaflets, books, etc., that portrayed
gay relationships as anything other than abnormal. Teachers and educational staff in some cases were afraid of discussing gay issues with
students for fear of losing state funding. NUT Stated: “Professional judgment is therefore influenced by the perceived prospect of prosecution of
something they might say to a student when giving advice or counseling” Because it did not create a criminal offence, no prosecution was ever
brought under this provision. However most schools closed down or abolished any LGBT groups in their schools.

“With regards to sexuality and gender, religion provides more problems than it does answers”

Arguments For

Arguments Against

Your personal opinion :

“In 2020 the LGBT+ Community suffers a lot of discrimination and prejudice when compared to
other minority groups”

Arguments For

Arguments Against

Your personal opinion :

“Nobody does more than schools to promote diversity and equality and stick up for LGBT
rights”

Arguments For

Your personal opinion :

Arguments Against

Lesson title: LGBT Equality in the UK
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ENGLAND + WALES LEGAL TIMELINE
Place the boxes below onto the time
line in the order you think is correct.
Once checked stick them on

1850

Death penalty
abolished in England
and Wales for
‘Buggery’

Decriminalisation
of homosexual acts
(for men aged 21+)
in England and
Wales

Civil Partnerships
allowed across the UK.
This allowed two
people of the same
sex to register as civil
partners of each other
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Year

The Marriage Act –
allows same sex
marriages in England,
Wales and
Scotland.(Although no
religious institution can
be forced to perform
them)

ES

Time Line

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Repeal of Section
28 and 2A from
schools in England
and Wales

Equal age of consent
(for sexual activity)
regardless of sexuality.
This reduced from 21
to 16 for homosexual
men in England, Wales
and Scotland.

Section 28 and 2A
is introduced into
schools to prohibit
the ‘promotion’ of
homosexuality

Series of Hate Crime
laws passed to make it
illegal for someone to
be hostile or violent
towards someone due
to sexual orientation
or transgender

1861

Year

1988

1967

Year

2019

2003

2005 - 2012

2005

2001

2014

TASKS:
What surprises you about this timeline of events?
Explain which two events you think are the most important in the struggle for equal rights for the LGBT+ Community?
Why was the Equality Act 2010 such a significant piece of legislation across the UK?

Lesson title: Masculinity and Men
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“Boys will be boys” - What does this saying mean?
Are stereotypical male behaviours biological or do we learn
them through socialisation?
What does the term toxic mean?

Did you know?
Suicide is the biggest killer of men under
45 years of age in the UK

Gender Expression
1

2

3

Matching Activity

-

An expression of manhood which
depends on being tough,
unemotional, strong physically or
financially, and powerful at work,
in the home, on the pitch, or in
the streets. Strength is everything
and emotion is weakness

-

4

-
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Identity

Toxic Masculinity

ES

Gender

The way we show our gender to
the world

Qualities, beliefs, personalities
looks and/or expressions that
make a person or group

The characteristics and behaviors
that a society or culture
associates with males and
females. to describe gender.

Video Reflection – What do you learn from the video clip? (Information, Statistics, advice, risks)

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Toxic
Masculinity

What traits of masculinity does Donald Trump exhibit? Are any of them toxic?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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What makes somebody a good man?

Create a good man that all boys
should aspire to be
a) Write down how they might
b)

c)

d)
e)

feel inside the body
Write down things they
might say in speech bubbles
outside of the head
Write down things they
might do on the arms
Write down how they treat
others by the legs
Use a different colour to
write down how they would
have acted at school when
they were younger

DESIGN
TASK

Lesson title: Knife Crime in the UK
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What words come to mind when you see this?

What are the consequences of carry a knife?

“Carrying a knife really does make you feel safer”
Arguments Against
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Arguments For

ES

Why do you think knife related crime is on the rise?

Your personal opinion :

“Loads of young people who say they carry knives don’t really, they’re just trying to sound
hard”

Arguments For

Arguments Against

Your personal opinion :

Video Reflection – What do you learn from the video clip? (Information, Statistics, advice, risks)

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Start a successful campaign
 Create a high impact, relevant and informative campaign on the following issue:
ENCOURAGING YOUNG PEOPLE TO AVOID JOINING A GANG

5

ES

-
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You must create the
following:
1. A Logo
2. One Slogan and Four
Hashtags
3. Campaign Placard
4. Mobile Phone Ad
Campaign
5. Mind Map of Campaign
Strategies
6. List of all the Influential
People you Could
Contact to Support your
Campaign
1

3

4

-

2

"“-----------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- “
#-----------------------------------------------

#----------------------------------------------#-----------------------------------------------

6

#--.--------------------------------------------

Lesson title: Carrying a Knife

Continuum Line
Most likely reason young people carry knives
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Copy across or cut and stick the
boxes below onto the continuum
line in the order you think is correct.

Stick or write here

ES

To protect
themselves from
rival gang
members
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Stick or write here

Because the police
are less likely to
carry out a stop
and search

Stick or write here

Stick or write here

Because it makes
them feel safe and
provides them with
protection

Because they are
bored

Stick or write here

They think its OK
and legal

Stick or write here

Due to the
influence of
alcohol and drugs

Stick or write here

Because they are
scared

Stick or write here

Because its normal
(they think
everyone carries a
knife)

Stick or write here

Least likely reason young people carry knifes

TASKS:
How can schools help young people to not carry a knife?
How can local authorities help young people turn away from a life of crime?

They are forced to
do it by others

Lesson title: Managing Anger & Frustration
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What causes you frustration in your life?

How can we ensure that frustration does not lead on to anger?

Video Reflection – What do you learn from the video clip? (Information, Statistics, advice, risks)

ES

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

“Boys get angry more often than girls because they don’t talk about how they are feeling and
just bottle it all up”

Arguments For

Arguments Against

Your personal opinion :

What is the point of anger?

What physically might happen to their body?

What might they then do to show they are angry?

Did you know?
If we don’t deal with our anger and we try to push it
down and bury it, it doesn’t disappear; it stays there, it
builds up, it can attack our self esteem and it can make
us ill.

Lesson title: Managing Anger & Frustration
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Colour the image in according to how you are feeling

Upload your design here

Lesson title: How is Cancer Diagnosed?
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What do the terms ‘faith’ and ‘hope’ mean to you?

What gives you these or takes these away?

Video Reflection – What do you learn from the video clip? (information, statistics, advice, risks)

ES

Why do many people say “Let’s fight cancer”?
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What are the symptoms and risk factors of skin cancer?–
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lesson title: Medical Ethics & Changing Lives
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How will medical research help with Covid-19 pandemic?
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ES

What do we mean by the term ‘medical ethics’?

TR

Transplantation

KEY
TR

1. What are stem cells?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
2. What can they be used for?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………….………

Lesson title: Medical Ethics & Changing Lives
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Medical Ethics Video Reflection – What do you learn from the video clip? (Information, Statistics, advice, risks)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Negatives
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ES

Positives

NOT SURE

Potential to grow new
organs and save lives of
those on the ‘list’

Could lead to dangerous
experimentation

Can help to cure diseases
particularly in finding a cure
for cancer

Could lead to only the rich
being able to afford it

Goes against some religious
peoples views and beliefs
E.G Jehovah Witnesses

Reduced risks during
transplantation – Could
eventually get a copy of
your own organ

Reduces the chances of
immune rejection that
human donation carries

Viewed as unnatural and
wrong

Difficult to extract from
adult cells

Can alleviate the suffering
of thousands of people

“Stem cell research can only lead us down a dangerous path towards the
medical unknown”

Argument For

Your personal opinion :

Arguments Against

Start a successful campaign
 Create a high impact, relevant and informative campaign on the following issue:
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ENCOURAGING PEOPLE TO SIGN UP TO BE A BLOOD DONOR

5

ES

-
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You must create the
following:
1. A Logo
2. One Slogan and Four
Hashtags
3. Campaign Placard
4. Mobile Phone Ad
Campaign
5. Mind Map of Campaign
Strategies
6. List of all the Influential
People you Could
Contact to Support your
Campaign
1

3

4

-

2

“----------------------------------------------"
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- “
#-----------------------------------------------

#----------------------------------------------#-----------------------------------------------
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FEEDBACK
PROJECT & WORK
BOOKLET

Grade

Target Grade

0

0
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Effort

 All tasks in work booklet have been completed
 You participate fully in the lessons / respond to
questions
 Fantastic evidence seen on project work
 You consistently displayed the ‘Blenheim Behaviours’
 Your work booklet has attention to detail
-

 You have a positive attitude towards your learning
 Your behaviour is exemplary
 You show great team work / Leadership skills
 You are a critical and thoughtful learner
 You are a reflective student inside and outside the
classroom
 -

Next Steps

 Ensure all tasks are completed in work booklet
 Participate more in lessons
 Explain how you will improve your project work
 Which ‘Behaviours’ could you focus on?
 Add further detail to your responses in the work
booklet
 -

 Explain how you can improve your attitude to LSW
 Explain how you can improve your behaviour
 How can you show better leadership and teamwork skills?
 Improve SPAG (refer to SPAG Targets)
 Set yourself two SMART target for self improvement.
 -

Below Threshold

Threshold

Intermediate

Advanced
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SPAG

ES

What went
well

Evidence of
Next Steps

(complete here or
refer to where it can
be seen)

FINAL - PRESENTATION & SPAG FEEDBACK

SPAG Performance

Descriptor

Below Threshold

Common errors in Spelling Punctuation and Grammar hinder
written communication. Response does not relate to Q’s
asked or no response to tasks in booklet. Work booklet is
untidy.







Complete unfinished tasks
Copy out misspelled vocabulary 3 times
Neatly colour code tasks
Complete Progress Tracker
Add punctuation (Capital Letters, full stops etc)

Threshold

Able to spell and punctuate with reasonable accuracy. Some
grammatical errors but they don’t significantly hinder the
work booklet. Limited range of specialist key terms used.
Work booklet is untidy and incomplete in places







Complete unfinished tasks
Replace slang terms with more formal English
Fully develop your points of view in your responses
Proof read work and check for SPAG errors
Use a wider range of specialist vocab

Able to spell and punctuate with considerable accuracy.
Learners use rules of grammar with greater control of
meaning . Good range of specialist key terms Pride and care is taken in completion of the work booklet








Add to completed tasks
Develop a wider range of more complex ideas
Fully develop your points of view in your responses
Ensure every activity is complete in you Work Booklet
Use a wider range of punctuation including colons and semi colons
Ensure your points made are supported by evidence and specific
examples

Intermediate

Advanced

Perfectly accurate spelling and Grammar throughout .
Grammar is effectively used at all points of the work booklet.
A wide and accurate range of specialist key terms are used
Work booklet is fully completed to the best of your ability.
Professional presentation at all times

Targets to move SPAG and presentation of work booklet on

 Add to completed tasks with extra specific details and examples
 Ensure your points made are supported by evidence and specific
examples
 Use complex and varied techniques in your writing
 Ensure every extended written response balances viewpoints in order
to fully come to a conclusion.
 Help support another student in improving their SPAG

